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Blockchain-Based Pension System Ensuring Security, Provenance
and Efficiency∗
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SUMMARY The literature presents a digitized pension system based
on a consortium blockchain, with the aim of overcoming existing pen-
sion system challenges such as multiparty collaboration, manual interven-
tion, high turnaround time, cost transparency, auditability, etc. In addition,
the adoption of hyperledger fabric and the introduction of smart contracts
aim to transform multi-organizational workflow into a synchronized, auto-
mated, modular, and error-free procedure.
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1. Introduction

Income security in retirement is essential for socio-
economic stability. Both public and private employers
around the globe provide pensions. By 2050, the depen-
dency ratio (number of dependents to total working-age
population) is projected to double due to the aging popu-
lation [1]. This figure indicates a steady growth of the pen-
sion sector in near future. In addition, the intricate business
process of the pension sector require multiparty collabora-
tion, point-to-point coordination, and settlement, making it
a perfect problem statement for consortium blockchain.

In the traditional pension system the well-defined
transactions between the involved organizations are per-
formed manually. As a result, administrative and opera-
tional expenses are elevated [2]. Moreover, different entities
and user types inside the system need varied levels of per-
mission and authentication, raising questions on data visi-
bility and security. Auditability is another major issue due
to the lack of data provenance and cost transparency. These
shortcomings contribute to insufficient pension asset growth
and poor savings returns, reducing pension accumulation
and participation.

Taking the complete scenario into account, blockchain’s
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inherent properties such as immutability, provenance, pri-
vacy, and security make it a promising technology for build-
ing a future proof pension system by overcoming all the
aforementioned hurdles of the traditional system. Further-
more, the consortium blockchain has additional benefits like
privilege and access controls, role-based definition of enti-
ties, and governance, giving it the capability of housing all
the workflows and procedures as seen in the real life sys-
tems.

This paper presents a framework for the pension indus-
try that leverages blockchain technology. It also addresses
the key challenges that an integrated pension system faces
and proposes the adoption of consortium blockchain a po-
tential solution. To our best knowledge, this is the first study
propose an architecture a consortium blockchain-based for
pension system. Furthermore, smart contracts are employed
in the proposed system to automate the process.

2. Related Works

There is a lack of research on the subject of blockchain-
based pension funds. The authors [3] presented a life-based
insurance concept for a pension fund, where participants pay
a stream of value to join. Without central authority interven-
tion, smart contracts will automatically provide retirement
benefits to registered participants. This study just listed pen-
sion fund core activities and how they can be accomplished
on distributed ledgers. It did not discuss system architec-
ture or blockchain implementation. The authors of [4] envi-
sioned a blockchain-based volunteer time bank (VOLTime-
bank) as a record-keeping mechanism for volunteer work.
VOLTimebank allows volunteers to assist the elderly in ex-
change for future rewards. The purpose of this research is to
enhance the collaboration between pension institutions and
care providers.

A recent study [5] has uncovered the key prerequisites
for the pension business to use permissioned blockchain
technology. The emphasis of the study was on the business
procedures inside the pension system. On the basis of the
business model, a blockchain network architecture, an in-
formation systems model, and a technology model were de-
veloped. The study did not support consortium blockchains
and did not address multiparty collaboration, cost, or de-
sign. The whitepaper [6] presented an Ethereum-based so-
lution for a worldwide pension system. They proposed to-
kenizing assets for jurisdictional compliance. However, a
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large tokenization initiative in a sensitive business like pen-
sions is too risky. They cannot guarantee that authorities
in diverse jurisdictions will permit their activity (i.e., some
regions might not even have this service available).

The aforementioned studies do not address multiparty
collaboration, data provenance, security, and, overall, fail
to provide an umbrella platform to house all participants of
the pension system. Acknowledging this gap in the exist-
ing literature body, we propose a consortium blockchain-
based architecture for the pension system that is co-linear
with the existing administrative framework and its business
processes.

3. Challenges and Solutions

In this section, a number of challenges and possible solu-
tions are provided that must be dealt with to realize a suc-
cessful blockchain-based pension system.

The system must address the absence of trust among
the different participants. A consortium blockchain is re-
quired for multiparty collaboration in a trust-less environ-
ment. Immutable ledgers provide data provenance and an
audit trail. Every event that occurs inside the blockchain
network is recorded in the distributed ledger. This prevents
repudiation and establishes the ledger as the single source of
the truth.

The pension system must have optimal record manage-
ment and well-defined access privileges. For this purpose,
proposed pension system data will be divided into two cate-
gories. Non-financial data: data about the identities of pen-
sioners and organizations needing less throughput but higher
security. Financial data: transactions and different pen-
sion schemes’ information requiring more storage and less
throughput. These two categories of data will be recorded
on separate ledgers. This separation gets rid of the scalabil-
ity issue, isolates the different types of data, and increases
the cohesion of the relevant data.

The system must provide appropriate access control
and support business process for participants to perform
their responsibilities. Since consortium blockchain offers
enhanced data access control within the network, they are
more useful compared to public blockchains. In addition,
the role-based description of participants will ensure the ac-
curate execution of business processes inside the system.

The new system should minimize turnaround time and
administrative costs. Smart contracts will automate the pro-
cedure, making it error-free and reducing the turnaround
time. Ensuring smooth collaboration among the entities and
automating the processes through smart contract adoption
will ensure optimized resource utilization.

Therefore, the new solution will improve operational
efficiency in the workflow and operation of the pension sys-
tem through the automation and orchestration of the work-
flow of the involved entities in the consortium. Due to the
solution’s robust audit trail and traceability, if there is mal-
practice, pension fraud, or corruption, auditing will be much
easier and faster than with the old system.

4. Proposed System

In this section, the proposed system is explained. First, we
examine the application scenarios by analyzing the various
actors and their interactions. The system architecture is then
presented, followed by a description of its components.

4.1 System Application Scenario

The application scenario of the proposed pension system is
shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the participants and their inter-
actions.

Clients: The system supports a large number of pen-
sioners, who are referred to as clients. A pensioner is, in
essence, an employee working for a particular employer.
They are able to initiate transactions inside the system. A
client will be regarded as a pensioner upon retirement.

Enterprise: The system consists of three enterprises:
Employers, Pension Trustees, and Banks. They will sub-
mit their information to join the system, enabling appropri-
ate identification and authentication (e.g., registration doc-
uments, licensing, etc.). After validation, they will receive
an e-certificate (a certificate ID against the listed attributes).
This certificate will later be used to determine the roles of
the organizations in the blockchain network.

Governors: Pension Regulators and Auditors are the
two governing bodies. The Regulator is in charge of veri-
fying the legitimacy of the enterprises and giving them with
identification inside the system. The Auditor is in charge of
pension fund account compliance.

Pension Ecosystem: It is the platform that allows en-
terprises to collaborate under the supervision of governors
while offering distributed and secure services to their clients.

Blockchain: The blockchain network maintains a dis-
tributed ledger that records all transactions, guaranteeing
their immutability, traceability, and security.

Figure 2 demonstrates a simplified system workflow,
showing the pensioner’s activities to submit a pension re-
quest to the employer and the governor’s role in ensuring
the accurate transfer of funds to the pensioner. The client
requests a pension from the employer by submitting the re-
quired documents (Steps 1–2). The request is sent to the
pension regulator after verification, where it awaits approval

Fig. 1 System application scenario and interaction between various sys-
tem entities.
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(Steps 3–6). Upon getting a positive answer, the neces-
sary amount (calculated by the auditor) is reported to the
pension trustee (Steps 7–10), and the fund is wired to the
client’s designated bank account for the settlement with the
client (Steps 11–14). This settlement procedure is further
discussed in Sect. 5.2’s algorithm 1.

4.2 System Architecture and Components

This section discusses the proposed system’s components.
Figure 3 depicts the proposed architecture of the consortium
pension system.

Applications: The applications are the interfaces via
which users interact with the blockchain network through
a server using application programming interfaces (APIs).
Regulators and auditors need their own application because
they are fundamentally different and play different important
roles in the system. The non-governing entities only need a
single enterprise API. A user-friendly application is finally
incorporated into the system to facilitate clients engagement
with the system. Using this API, enterprises and pensioners
can use the blockchain network to execute necessary tasks.

Server: It acts as a middleware, accepting requests
from the application and relaying them as compatible in-
teractions to the blockchain network.

Organizations: Entities such as regulators, auditors,
and enterprises are defined as organizations. Each organiza-
tion has its own Certification Authority (CA), which man-

Fig. 2 Pensioner on boarding and transaction settlement.

Fig. 3 System architecture of consortium pension system

ages the certificates required to communicate with the net-
work and determine the peers and nodes within itself. There
are different types of peers: endorsing and committing peers
are two of the most important types. Endorsing peers store
the smart contracts and execute them. Upon getting a cor-
rect output, they digitally sign the output to be committed
into the ledger. Whereas, the committing peers commit a
transaction to be embedded into the ledger.

Clients: Clients do not host any nodes. Instead, they
function as “submitting clients” of the blockchain network,
using different APIs directly. A large number of clients in-
teract with the platform using web access points.

Ordering Service: Collects the transactions and veri-
fies them through the defined consensus protocol to be com-
mitted into the ledger irreversibly.

Channels: A subset of the participants in the network
can be privately connected through a bridge called a chan-
nel. The two channels in the network are independent and
parallel with respect to each other. They decouple two dif-
ferent types of data requiring different throughput, latency,
and security, and ensures optimum management of records.

Membership Service Providers (MSP): It enforces
the prerequisites for a node to join the blockchain network
by verifying their identity (given by CA) and enabling them
to communicate with the network. It transforms an individ-
ual’s identity into roles within the network of their peers.

Smart Contracts (SC): Smart contracts specify busi-
ness logic and agreements between entities in code to ensure
transparency. They allow automated transactions between
entities, resulting in an error-free and fast system.

5. System Design

For ensuring a purposeful blockchain based framework, an
efficient design plan is necessary. This section addresses the
structure of information and a relevant algorithm, thereby
outlining the smart contract for the system.

5.1 Data Structure

The system’s participants are recorded through lists of at-
tributes, which are also represented as data structures. For
instance, the information of a pensioner is shown in Table 1
for identification purposes within the system. The attributes
are used as inputs to different functions in the smart con-
tracts, such as the pension scheme, eligibility, audits, and so
on. The attributes shown in Table 1 are reflected in the data

Table 1 Basic information about pensioner

BASIC INFORMATION OF PENSIONER
Name: Pensioner Name
DOB: Date of Birth
Contact: Contact Information
Employer: Employer Name
Joining Date: Date of Joining
Retirement Date: Date of Retirement
Designation: Last designation in working
Leave Taken: Number of leaves taken
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Table 2 Data structure of pensioner

Prefix PENSIONER
Key Certificate ID

Value

{
id: Certificate id
BASIC PENSIONER INFORMATION
pension amount: Amount of pension
transaction state: ’applied’/’in process’/’approved’
}

structure presented in Table 2. These data structures are kept
in a key-value pair, where the key is the certificate ID and
the value is the information recorded during registration.

5.2 Smart Contracts (SC)

The business process and orchestration of a real-time, multi-
party pension system can be turned into a simple, error-
free digital workflow. Algorithm 1 presents the smart con-
tract that was developed to automate the pensioner workflow
shown in Fig. 2. Initially, a pensioner’s information is re-
trieved from the blockchain and mapped to the certificate id
(key). Following that, an eligibility check is performed. For
an affirmative outcome, the transaction state is modified and
the computation of the pension amount begins. The audi-
tor does the required computation for the eligible pensioner,
which is then subject to a second review. Through these
checks in the SC, a pension is given out, and the pensioner
gets it through the pension trustee and designated banks.

Algorithm 1 Pension Transaction Settlement
Inputs:

PFK: Key Value of Pensioner;
Outputs:
1: for Key in PFK do
2: pensioner = GetState(Key);
3: VPI = pensioner.BASIC PENSIONER INFORMATION;

4: if Eligibility(pensioner) = True then
5: pensioner.transaction state = ’in process’;

6: pension amount = CalculatePension(auditor, pensioner);

7: if PensionApproval(pensioner, pension amount) = True then
8: pensioner.pension amount = pension amount;

9: IssueFund(pensioner, pension trustee, bank);

10: else
11: pension amount = CalculatePension(auditor, pensioner);

12: end if
13: else
14: Pension Declined;
15: end if
16: end for

There is a dedicated smart contract (presented in algo-
rithm 2) that automates a retiree’s pension calculation from a
set of inputs (pension scheme, number of years before retire-
ment, etc.). The calculation differs according to the industry,
organization, job type, geography, and so on. This function
can only be invoked by a verified auditor in the network,
ensuring integrity.

Algorithm 2 Pension Calculation
Inputs:

auditor: the person who is responsible to calculate pension;
pensioner: the person whose pension is to be calculated;

Outputs:
1: if verification(auditor) = verified then
2: VPI = pensioner.BASIC PENSIONER INFORMATION;

3: scheme = pensioner.PENSION SCHEME INFORMATION;

4: remainingLeave = pensioner.LEAVE INFORMATION;

5: pension amount = pensionCalc(VPI, scheme, remainingLeave)

6: return pension amount;
7: else
8: Auditor is not verified;

9: end if

6. Conclusion and Future Work

The pension industry contributes significantly to the socioe-
conomic stability of a nation. The current systems suffer
from a number of limitations, including multiparty coopera-
tion, manual intervention, high turnaround time, cost trans-
parency, security, and auditability issues. This study ana-
lyzes the challenges, and existing technical solutions and
presents a blockchain based future solution. This paper also
discusses a governance model for the proposed architecture,
taking prospective participants into account. Furthermore,
the study proposes using smart contracts to convert a man-
ual, multi-organizational workflow into a synchronized, au-
tomated, and error-free procedure. This article will serve as
a blueprint for future industrial-scale blockchain implemen-
tation in the pension industry, ensuring provenance, trans-
parency and operational efficiency. In the future, we will
extend this research to include details about system imple-
mentation on Hyperledger Fabric as well as performance
analysis.
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